This form documents the University's compliance with section §200.405 of 2 CFR 200 Uniform Guidance for allocating costs between interrelated projects supported by multiple Federal awards.

Request Date: _______________________

Requesting PI(s) and their Unit(s): ____________________________________________

A. ACCOUNTS FOR INTERRELATED PROJECTS*:

*All efforts described in section B must remain active for at least 60 days from the date of this request.

B. ALLOCATION OF COSTS FOR INTERRELATED PROJECTS:
The projects below qualify as interrelated in accordance with terms of the Sponsored Agreements. The following criteria apply:
1. [ ] a. The theoretical approaches of the above grants are interrelated.
   [ ] b. Studies of the same phenomena are conducted by the same or different techniques.
   [ ] c. Studies of different phenomena are conducted by the same technique.
2. All or most of the costs of each project would also be legally eligible for support under the Federal appropriations from which the other projects are funded
3. Each Sponsor Award includes, directly or by reference, applicable language allowing use of interrelated project criteria.

C. JUSTIFICATION SUPPORTING INTERRELATEDNESS:

D. PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR CERTIFICATION
I confirm the information provided on this form to be true and I will work with my Unit to establish a reasonable allocation method for the costs incurred on the accounts listed in section A of this form. I further confirm that costs will not be shifted between projects in order to meet deficiencies caused by overruns or other fund considerations to avoid restrictions imposed by law or by terms of the sponsored agreement or for other reasons of convenience.

Principal Investigator’s Signature ___________________________ Date: ________________

Principal Investigator’s Signature ___________________________ Date: ________________

Principal Investigator’s Signature ___________________________ Date: ________________

FORM INSTRUCTIONS:
1. Enter Request Date.
2. List the names of all requesting PIs and their Units. All PIs must be listed as Org Managers on all affected accounts.
3. Section A, list all the accounts affected.
4. Section B, check the appropriate box which supports the criteria for interrelated projects
5. Section C, provide short interrelatedness description consistent with box checked in section B (e.g. “All efforts use the same methodology against different sample types”, “All are studies furthering measurement systems with Cryo-EM”).
6. Section D, all PIs listed in the ‘Requesting PI(s)’ field must sign the form.
7. Submit completed form to notifications@asu.edu to obtain ORSPA approval.

If you have any questions about the completion/use of this form, please contact your Award Management Grant & Contract Officer.